
The electric lawn mower GC-EM 1000/30 is a high-quality, very powerful device for ambitious amateur gardeners, which meets the highest

expectations in mowing smaller lawns up to 300 m². Its powerful 1,000 Watt carbon-power-motor delivers excellent cutting results even in dense

vegetation due to its high torque. Due to its 3-step axial cutting height adjustment, the cutting height can be preselected simply and individually. The 25

liter grass collector and the robust housing consist of high-quality, shock-resistant plastics for regular application and long duration. Due to its folding

guide rail, this mower can be stowed quickly and space-saving after work.

Electric Lawn Mower

GC-EM 1000/30
Item No.: 3400122

Ident No.: 21021

Bar Code: 4006825602555

Features & Benefits
Powerful Carbon Power motor with high torque-

3-level axial height adjustment (30-70mm)-

Folding handle - space saving storage-

Cable strain relief-

Grass protecting, large wheels-

25l grass collection box-

Housing made of impact resistant, high quality plastics-

Carrying handle - easy transport-

Recommended for lawn areas up to 300 m²-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50/60 Hz

- Power 1000 W

- Idle speed 3400 min^-1

- Cutting width 30 cm

- Capacity of catch box 25 L

- Wheel diameter front 140 mm

- Wheel diameter rear 140 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 7.2 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 10.39 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 595 x 385 x 310 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 10.33 kg

- Dimensions export carton 595 x 375 x 285 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 456 | 936 | 1053
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Available as special accessories

Spare Blade GC-EM 1030
Lawn Mower Accessory
Item No.: 3405420
Bar Code: 4006825602661
Einhell Grey
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